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Windscreen wiper

A windshield wiper or windscreen wiper  is a device used to remove rain, snow, ice, and debris 

from a vehicle's front window so the vehicle's operator can beter see what's ahead of them. 

Almost all motor vehicles, including cars, trucks, buses, train locomotves, and watercraf with a

cabin—and some aircraf—are eeuipped with one or more such wipers, which are usually a 

legal reeuirement.

A wiper generally consists of a metal arm; one end pivots, the other end has a long rubber 

blade atached to it. The arm is powered by a motor, ofen an electric motor, although 

pneumatc power is also used for some vehicles. The blade is swung back and forth over the 

glass, pushing water, other precipitaton, or any other impediments to visibility, from its 

surface. 

Vehicle horn

A horn is a sound-making device that can be eeuipped to motor vehicles, buses, bicycles, trains,

trams (otherwise known as streetcars in North America), and other types of vehicles. The sound

made usually resembles a "honk" (older vehicles) or a "beep" (modern vehicles). The driver 

uses the horn to warn others of the vehicle's approach or presence, or to call atenton to some 

hazard. Motor vehicles, ships and trains are reeuired by law in some countries to have horns. 

Like trams, trolley cars and streetcars, bicycles are also legally reeuired to have an audible 

warning device in many areas, but not universally, and not always a horn.

 Electric Fuel Pump

An electric fuel pump is used on engines with fuel injecton to pump fuel from the gas tank to 

the injectors. The pump must deliver the fuel under high pressure (typically 30 to 85 psi 

depending on the applicaton) so the injectors can spray the fuel into the engine. Fuel pressure 

must be within specifcatons for the engine to run correctly. Too litle pressure can starve the 

engine for fuel, causing it to run lean, misfre, hesitate or stall. Too much fuel pressure can 

cause the engine to run rough, waste fuel and pollute.



  

Electric fuel pumps are usually mounted inside the fuel tank, though some may be mounted 

outside the tank. Some vehicles may even have two fuel pumps (a transfer pump inside the 

tank, and a main fuel pump outside). The in-tank locaton helps mufe the buzzing noise 

produced by the electric pump motor, and immersing the pump in fuel helps lubricate and cool 

the pump motor. Driving with the fuel tank less than 1/4 full can shorten pump life by causing it

to run hot. It also increases the risk of momentarily starving the pump for fuel when cornering 

sharply, braking or acceleratng. Running out of gas can sometmes damage an electric fuel 

pump by starving it for cooling and lubricaton.


